SPOT: an improved differential screening protocol that allows the detection of marginally induced mRNAs.
We have developed a differential screening technique, single plate one transfer (SPOT), that allows the easy detection of mRNAs induced only 2-fold to 3-fold or less above background. As a model system, we looked at the induction of mRNA by parathyroid hormone (PTH) in ROS 17/2.8 rat osteosarcoma cells. The basis for this technique is to symmetrically spot in quadruplicate, on a single plate, a large number of potentially positive plaques obtained from a primary, conventional screen. We then do only one transfer from this plate in order that there will be minimal variability in DNA transfer. This filter is cut into symmetrical strips so that all clones are multiply represented on each strip. These strips are then hybridized with different probes. Since each strip contains an approximately identical amount of DNA per plaque, it is possible to accurately detect mRNAs that are induced only slightly above background. Additionally, the large sizes of the DNA plaques, as well as spotting each clone serially, contribute to the sensitivity of the technique.